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General tips

• Business over technology: the commercial 
part of the proposal is more important than 
the technological part. It’s important to show 
that your product is innovative, but it’s more 
important to show its commercial value. Put 
an emphasis on describing your competitors 
and on explaining your competitive 
advantage.



General tips

• �European dimension: make sure to clearly 
show how your proposal is relevant to 
Europe: analyse the market in Europe, detail 
how your product is relevant to Europe, and 
discuss European goals and regulations if 
relevant.



Entering the market
• Identify and prioritize user needs and detail user profile(s).

• Identify and quantify client segments.

• ��Explain why are you so sure that the customers will be willing to pay 
for your product, given its competitive advantage. Example: if you 
develop a speech recognition software that may reach 98% 
accuracy, and your competitors are currently reaching only 90%, are 
you sure that the added accuracy is worth the added price for the 
customers?

• If you already have ‘market connections’ or relationships with 
potential customers/distributors, show it by adding (as annexes, 
and reference here) letters of intent, memorandums of
understanding, even contracts/agreements. If you already have 
paying customers, don’t forget to mention them – this might be one 
of the most important factors in the evaluation.



Entering the market

• Demonstrate the need. Know your market. 
Show how your solution answers these market 
needs.

• ��Any element showing demand for your 
solution/product gives you extra points. If you 
already have paying customers that’s great, 
but in the absence of that, LOIs or even 
successful meetings with potential clients and 
partners should be mentioned explicitly.



Business model
• Explain how you make money. Do you sell your product? Do you 

provide it for free but make money from advertising and/or for 
selling data you’ve gathered? If you don’t sell directly to end 
users, do you intend to use licensing or other business models? 
Are post-sale services a money making element too?

• ��If you make money from sales – what is your pricing model and 
how did you choose it?

• ��If relevant, what post-sale assistance services will be required?

• ��You may also include a Business model canvas/lean canvas.

• ��A toolbox containing a value proposition tool, a revenue model 
selection & projection tool and a competitive analysis tool, has 
been developed by Access4SMEs and is freely downloadable 
under the publications section of the Access4SMEs’ webpage.





Intellectual property right (IPR)

• ��Describe the legal and regulatory requirements to be 
fulfilled for the exploitation of your innovation and 
whether it is incorporated in or compliant with 
standards relevant tothe technology.

• ��What are your IPR assets? Describe the key knowledge 
items and who owns them and who else may have 
rights to use them; patents (applied/granted) or other 
ways of protection.

• ��What is your strategy for knowledge management and 
protection?

• ��What are your measures to ensure commercial 
exploitation ('freedom to operate')?



Freedom to operate

• Realistic and relevant description of knowledge 
protection status and strategy, need for ‘freedom to 
operate’ (i.e., possibility of commercial exploitation), 
and current IPR situation or a plan for obtaining this 
information. Where relevant, description of potential
regulatory requirements. (TRL 7 and lower)

• Evidence of or realistic measures to ensure ‘freedom 
to operate’ (i.e., possibility of commercial 
exploitation), convincing knowledge-protection 
strategy, including current IPR filing status, IPR 
ownership and licensing issues. Regulatory and/or 
standards requirements addressed. (TRL 7 and above)



Result of IPR analysis

• Which kind of IP applies to the 
product/service?

• Highlight the conclusions of your Freedom-to-
Operate analysis.

• If you depend on standard certifications (like 
CE etc.) – make sure to describe why you are 
confident that you will receive the 
certification.



Communication and access to 
research data

• How will you publicly communicate about your innovation 
during the period of the grant? Where relevant, mention 
measures for public/societal engagement on issues related 
to the project.

• Identify the key events in your target market where you will 
showcase your product/ service.

• Specify the communication means to promote the project 
and its results during the time span of the project (for 
instance – company website, participation in conferences
and international events etc).

• ��Consider different audiences in your communication 
strategy.

• ��Have a clear marketing message per each target audience.



Data management

• If relevant, how will you manage/exploit/share 
the research data generated and/or collected
during the project? What are the types of data 
and standards to be generated/collect? How
will this data be curated and preserved and 
what are the costs involved? If data cannot be
made available for commercial reason, explain 
why.



New GDPR regulation

• Increased Territorial Scope (extra-territorial 
applicability) it will apply to the processing of personal 
data by controllers and processors in the EU, regardless 
of whether the processing takes place in the EU 
or not. The GDPR will also apply to the processing of 
personal data of data subjects in the EU by a controller 
or processor not established in the EU, where the 
activities relate to: offering goods or services to EU 
citizens (irrespective of whether payment is required) 
and the monitoring of behaviour that takes place 
within the EU. Non-Eu businesses processing the data 
of EU citizens will also have to appoint a representative 
in the EU.



New GDPR regulation
CONSENT

The conditions for consent have been strengthened, 
and companies will no longer be able to use long 
illegible terms and conditions full of legalese, as the 
request for consent must be given in an intelligible 
and easily accessible form, with the purpose for 
data processing attached to that consent. Consent 
must be clear and distinguishable from other 
matters and provided in an intelligible and easily 
accessible form, using clear and plain language. It 
must be as easy to withdraw consent as it is to give 
it.



New GDPR regulation

• Breach Notification

• Under the GDPR, breach notification will become 
mandatory in all member states where a data 
breach is likely to “result in a risk for the rights 
and freedoms of individuals”. This must be done 
within 72 hours of first having become aware of 
the breach. Data processors will also be required 
to notify their customers, the 
controllers, “without undue delay” after first 
becoming aware of a data breach.



New GDPR regulation

• Right to Access
Part of the expanded rights of data subjects 
outlined by the GDPR is the right for data subjects 
to obtain from the data controller confirmation as 
to whether or not personal data concerning them 
is being processed, where and for what purpose. 
Further, the controller shall provide a copy of the 
personal data, free of charge, in an electronic 
format. This change is a dramatic shift to data 
transparency and empowerment of data subjects.



New GDPR regulation

• Right to be Forgotten
Also known as Data Erasure, the right to be forgotten 
entitles the data subject to have the data controller 
erase his/her personal data, cease further 
dissemination of the data, and potentially have third 
parties halt processing of the data. The conditions for 
erasure, as outlined in article 17, include the data no 
longer being relevant to original purposes for 
processing, or a data subjects withdrawing consent. It 
should also be noted that this right requires controllers 
to compare the subjects' rights to "the public interest 
in the availability of the data" when considering such 
requests.



New GDPR regulation

• Data Portability
GDPR introduces data portability - the right for 
a data subject to receive the personal data 
concerning them, which they have previously 
provided in a 'commonly use and machine 
readable format' and have the right to 
transmit that data to another controller.



New GDPR Regulation

• Privacy by Design - a concept has existed for years now, but it 
is only just becoming part of a legal requirement with the 
GDPR. At its core, privacy by design calls for the inclusion of 
data protection from the onset of the designing of systems, 
rather than an addition. More specifically - 'The controller 
shall..implement appropriate technical and organisational 
measures..in an effective way.. in order to meet the 
requirements of this Regulation and protect the rights of data 
subjects'. Article 23 calls for controllers to hold and process 
only the data absolutely necessary for the completion of its 
duties (data minimisation), as well as limiting the access to 
personal data to those needing to act out the processing.



Knowledge vs. data management

Knowledge management Data management

Knowledge management (KM) is the 
process of creating, sharing, using and 
managing the knowledge and information 
of an organisation. It refers to a 
multidisciplinary approach to achieving 
organisational objectives by making the 
best use of knowledge.

A Data Management Framework (DMF) is 
a system of thinking, terminology, 
documentation, resources and insights 
which allows users to view data related 
concepts and information in their own 
context, and in the broader context of the 
framework, thereby enabling them to 
integrate their conversations and work.
There are a number of DMFs available.



Joint collaboration

• E-commerce is the activity of buying or selling 
of products on online services or over the 
Internet. Electronic commerce draws on 
technologies such as mobile commerce, 
electronic funds transfer, supply chain 
management, Internet marketing, online 
transaction processing, electronic data 
interchange (EDI), inventory management 
systems, and automated data collection 
systems.



Joint ventures

Advantages JOINT VENTURES Disadvantages

New insights and expertise Vague objectives

Better resources Flexibility can be restricted

It is only temporary There is no such thing as an equal 
involvement

Both parties share the risks and costs Great imbalance

Joint ventures can be flexible Clash of cultures

There are ways to exit a joint venture Limited outside opportunities

You will know what’s yours and will be able 
to sell it

A lot of research and planning are 
necessary

You are more likely to succeed It may be hard for you to exit the 
partnership as there is a contract involved

You will build relationships and networks You might be tempted to leave the joint 
venture

Your potential will virtually be limitless Lack of clear communication

You get to save money by sharing 
advertising and marketing costs

Unreliable partners

International joint venture eradicates the 
risk of discrimination

Unclear and unrealistic objectives



Spin off vs. start up

Spin off Start up

Research spin-off or University spin-off, a 
company founded on the findings of a 
member or by members of a research 
group at a university

A startup company (startup or start-up) is 
an entrepreneurial venture which is 
typically a newly emerged business that 
aims to meet a marketplace need by 
developing a viable business model 
around a product, service, process or a 
platform. A startup is usually a company 
designed to effectively develop and 
validate a scalable business model.

Spin-off product, a new product which 
uses the brand name of another product 
which already has a well-developed image

A Shareholders' agreement (SHA) is often 
signed to confirm the commitment, 
ownership and contributions of the 
founders and investors and to deal with 
the intellectual properties and assets that 
may be generated by the startup. 



Trade secrets in research and 
innovation

• Without establishing criminal sanctions, the proposal harmonises 
the civil means through which victims of trade secret 
misappropriation can seek protection, such as:

- stopping the unlawful use and further disclosure of 
misappropriated trade secrets

- the removal from the market of goods that have been 
manufactured on the basis of a trade secret that has been 
illegally acquired

- the right to compensation for the damages caused by the unlawful 
use or disclosure of the misappropriated trade secret.

EU countries must bring into force the laws and administrative 
provisions necessary to comply with the Directive by 9 June 2018.



Useful links:

Self-evaluation form:

Project proposal – comments, recommendations

http://www.access4smes.eu/publications/?cmd=files-
management&sort=asc&order=name&type=5

Support in Slovakia:

http://h2020.cvtisr.sk

Zamestnávanie vedeckých pracovníkov

http://h2020.cvtisr.sk/buxus/docs//HORIZONT_2020/Pravne_a_financne_otazk
y/Europska_charta_vyskumnych_pracovnikov_a_Kodex_spravania_pre_nabor_
vyskumnych_praco.pdf

http://www.access4smes.eu/publications/?cmd=files-management&sort=asc&order=name&type=5
http://h2020.cvtisr.sk/
http://h2020.cvtisr.sk/buxus/docs/HORIZONT_2020/Pravne_a_financne_otazky/Europska_charta_vyskumnych_pracovnikov_a_Kodex_spravania_pre_nabor_vyskumnych_praco.pdf
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